Community Endowment Funds
A guide to investing in your community
over the long-term

What is a Community
Endowment Fund?
In 2009, Blackford Community Council in Perthshire

This meant more money was available to put towards

received an unexpected £250,000 from a developer

community initiatives and charitable projects. In fact, not only
was more money available – there was more than there had

who built an extension on a neighbouring hotel.

been to begin with.

This huge sum opened a world of possibility to the
community – they just needed to decide how to

Over ten years, Foundation Scotland helped the village of

use it. Rather than hold the money for spending in

Blackford distribute £132,000 from their growing endowment
fund. In the meantime, Blackford’s endowment value rose to

the short-term, they wanted to do something that

£449,000. That represents an average annual return of about

would have a lasting impact.

6%, even after withdrawals used to support local projects.

They chose to put the full amount into a professionally

If Blackford had chosen not to withdraw any funds in

managed Community Endowment Fund with Foundation

this period, their endowment would have risen to £668,000,

Scotland, meaning that our investment managers invested the

which represents an average annual return of over 10%.

money in stocks and shares in companies. The value of their

By comparison, if they had chosen to put the funds into UK

shares grew over time and they also received income from

bonds or a savings account with just over 2% interest, and

dividends that went back into the fund, increasing the total

made no withdrawals, they would have increased their funds

amount in their endowment.

to just £304,000.
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If your community receives a one-off payment or regular income – for example, through a windfarm fund, a local
hydro scheme or another windfall – a Community Endowment Fund is worth considering.
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Yr 10

How Could a Community
Endowment Fund Benefit
Your Community?
Once your Community Endowment Fund has been

However, the benefits aren’t all monetary. Building

set up, the money will most likely be invested in unit

and planning your community endowment is great for

trusts (explained overleaf). These are likely to yield a

community-building, as together you can grow your skills,
knowledge and financial acumen.

good return in the long-term, therefore increasing
the total amount in your endowment over time.

Plus, the extra funds available to distribute to local projects
will contribute to your community’s wellbeing in many ways,

This in turn will enable your community to fund more projects

from its economy to its spirit.

over the long-term. It could also provide capital for more
ambitious projects in the future.

You have
long-term
ambition and
want a
nest egg

You establish
a Community
Endowment Fund

Your community
endowment is
invested in
company stocks

You invest
more, and
increase your
endowment
more

You have
more funding
available for
community
projects

You profit
and increase the
total of your
endowment

You pave
the way for
larger, more
transformative
projects

Your community
thrives and becomes
more resilient

Your ambitions
are realised
over time and your
nest egg grows
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What Are the Risks of
Setting Up a Community
Endowment Fund?
The prospect of investing your community’s money rather than saving it can be a daunting one. After all,
there are no guarantees that your choices will yield the results you expect. What if you end up worse off,
not better? An understandable concern, especially when working on behalf of an entire community.
While it may feel riskier than putting your money into a savings

At Foundation Scotland, we aim to maximise the return on

account, our 20 years of experience managing endowments

your investments – both from income and capital growth -

have shown that the value of an endowment will grow above

in order to maintain (or grow) your original endowment even

the level of inflation over time. That’s assuming only modest

after money has been withdrawn for community projects.

funds are withdrawn and put towards community projects

Our investment managers will invest in a diverse range of company

each year.

stocks or unit trusts. Unit trusts reduce risk by incorporating a wide

It’s also important to recognise that this is a long-term,

range of investments, including shares, bonds/gilts, properties,

future-orientated strategy. In the short-term, stocks

mortgages and cash. Overall our investments have a medium risk

can dip – and even drop considerably – which can

profile, with most of them put into pooled funds. Pooled funds are

cause anxiety. However, when viewed over the long-term,

contributed to by multiple investors, which allows for lower trading

history shows that this approach yields growth and income.

costs and also reduces risk.

Example: Ten-year growth of £100,000 endowment
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With withdrawals of 4% (£58,000 total), the endowment value at year ten will be
£186,000. With zero withdrawals, the endowment value at year ten will be £259,000.
(Assuming an annual return of 10%.)

Please note: Foundation Scotland is regulated by OSCR, the charity regulator. We are not qualified or regulated to
provide investment advice. All the investment managers we use are FCA regulated.
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Are We the Right
Choice for You?
Only you and your community can decide whether working with Foundation Scotland to manage
a Community Endowment Fund is the right choice. Here are a few things to consider before making
your decision.

Working with us means:

What our clients say:

• Your community will have access to investment
arrangements typically restricted to larger levels of capital

An endowment, such as the one held
by Blackford, is a valuable resource to
any community, small or large.
They enable groups to access
funding on a regular basis, whether for basic operating
costs such as hall hire or for specific events or projects.

(due to the pooled funds we mentioned earlier)
• Your endowment will get tax benefits only available to
charities (it will receive income that’s not subject to tax)
• Your investments will be professionally managed, and

Many groups here simply could not continue to operate
without the support from the community endowment.
Grants awarded encourage social inclusion and enable
people who may not normally take part to do so.

you’ll have contacts at Foundation Scotland who liaise
with investment managers and communicate your needs
• Your community will have flexibility in how to manage

Blackford has benefited over the years from the awards
made and will continue to for many years to come thanks
to its Community Endowment Fund.

the endowment, whether it’s left to grow, small amounts
are withdrawn each year for recurring community support,

Andrew Sinclair, Blackford Panel Chair

or larger amounts are occasionally withdrawn for a
significant project

Our track record includes:
Creich Community Council have
used Foundation Scotland to
manage a Community Endowment
Fund for five years. We have found
them to be efficient, informative, straight forward to deal
with and, in a difficult financial market, as rewarding as
could possibly be expected.

• Supporting over 300 communities across Scotland
• Operating at a local level, even though we’re a national
organisation
• Twenty years of setting up endowments and working
with investment services

The fund is added to annually (from Community Benefit
payments from a local windfarm) and will be able to provide
income in the long-term for our community once the
planned life of the windfarm is completed. The fund allows us
the flexibility to withdraw money at any time to suit our needs.

• Governing over one hundred endowment funds, with
a value of around £60 million

We would highly recommend this service to any other
community organisation.

• Setting up ten community endowment funds, on
behalf of community companies, advisory panels and

Pete Campbell, Creich Community Council Chair

community councils
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How Do Community
Endowment Funds Work?
The legal arrangement

Investing and monitoring your endowment

If you entrust us with a Community Endowment Fund, it will

Our investment managers will pool your endowment

legally be classified as having a charitable purpose, which is

with others, which means we’ll be able to manage your

what will allow it to remain tax-free, among other benefits.

investments more efficiently and likely gain greater returns
for you. The precise value of your return will be determined

We will hold the endowment as a ‘restricted fund’, which

by how much you contribute and by the percentage of your

means that the money can only be used in a specific way.

endowment in a pooled fund.

In this case, it means any funds withdrawn can only be used
in a defined geographic area – but for any charitable purposes

If your fund is under £500,000, we will invest it through

you choose.

Newton Investment Management, who we’ve been working
with for a long time. For funds over £500,000, we will either

In a written agreement between Foundation Scotland and a

use Newton or another fund manager from the trusted group

representative organisation from your community, we will lay

we work with.

out the terms defined for your endowment. These will include
the geographic area and charitable purpose of the fund, and

Our Finance and Investment Committee will monitor the

set out that Foundation Scotland is ultimately responsible for

performance of your endowment fund every quarter, and

the community endowment. This means we will act as the

will meet with the chosen investment manager every year.

‘principal’, and your representative organisation as the ‘agent’

Members of this committee are chosen for their financial and

in the relationship.

social investment expertise.
For more information, please see our Investment Policy,
which is available on request.
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A strategy for your endowment

What does it cost to have an endowment?

When it comes to using your endowment for the benefit of

There are two costs associated with having a Community

your community, there are three options:

Endowment Fund:
Your investment manager will charge a fee, which is deducted
before your financial return is done each reporting period

Grow your fund

(every six months). We’ll provide you with the investment

This means not withdrawing any funds at all throughout the

manager’s factsheet, which will tell you the precise amount.

year, and instead leaving the endowment as it is, focusing on
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long-term growth and knowing the value may rise or fall in

Foundation Scotland will also take a contribution to cover

the short-term. If your community has any surplus funds,

the costs of the work we do. The amount will vary depending

it may opt to add to the endowment at any time.

on our role in your particular endowment. We publish a table
each year that shows our contribution levels, which you can
see on our website, www.foundationscotland.org.uk

Maintain your fund and make small withdrawals
If you want to maintain the value of your endowment while
still contributing to your community, smaller withdrawals are

How does reporting work?

an excellent way to achieve this. You will still be able to fund
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local projects while maintaining (or growing) your endowment

We’ll provide you with a report at agreed times in the year,

through investments.

which will show you the opening balance, the gains and
losses achieved by the investment manager, any other income
added to your endowment (such as additional community

Make significant withdrawals

funds donated), any funds withdrawn for community use, the

After you’ve grown your endowment to a desirable amount

contribution deducted towards Foundation Scotland’s costs,

through investments, you may wish to withdraw a large

and the closing balance.

sum to put towards a significant project in your community.
This means your capital will decrease and you will earn less

Details of Community Endowment Funds are included in

income from dividends and interest.

Foundation Scotland’s Annual Accounts, which are externally
audited by an independent firm of chartered accountants.

We will periodically review the options with you and figure

We provide a copy of these accounts to the Office of the

out which one best fits your community’s plans.

Scottish Charity Regulator (OSCR) and to Companies House.
You can also withdraw all your funds and close your
endowment with us whenever you wish. This could

For more information about Foundation Scotland’s

mean spending all the funds on a large project, such as a

Community Endowment Funds and whether it’s the right

capital development, or transferring the funds to another

option for your community, get in touch with us

charitable vehicle.

(details overleaf).
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Foundation Scotland
Edinburgh
15 Calton Road, Edinburgh, EH8 8DL | Telephone: 0131 524 0300
Glasgow
131 West Nile St, Glasgow G1 2RX | Telephone: 0141 341 4960
South Scotland
The Kiosk, Gatehouse of Fleet, Dumfries and Galloway, DG7 2HP
Telephone: 01557 814927
Web: www.foundationscotland.org.uk

Join the Conversation
Twitter: @FoundationScot
Facebook: www.facebook.com/FoundationScotland
Linkedin: www.linkedin.com/company/foundation-scotland

Foundation Scotland is registered as a Scottish Charity
(SC022910) and is a company limited by guarantee (SC152949)
with its registered office at 15 Calton Road, Edinburgh, EH8 8DL

